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Best Mannequins is a Belgian company established in 2005 striving 

to design and manufacture affordable visual merchandising 

products for the global fashion and retail industry. 

With a clear focus on innovation and quality, we have continued to expand our 

expertise step by step and proudly boast a portfolio of own brand collections.

For immediate delivery, we provide a broad spectrum of:

- display mannequins

- dressforms & torso’s

- clothing racks & hangers

- accessory displays

- shop fittings

Short deadlines are never a problem thanks to our large stock and excellent  

aftersales service.

Inspiring our customers is our trademark which makes our creative team the 

beating heart at Best Mannequins.  

Their mission is to scout international trends in the fashion industry and to ensure 

our collections are always one step ahead in the market. In our 3D lab, we design 

mannequins with a body language as close to real-life as possible.  

Prototyping is now faster than ever before thanks to the implementation of in-house 

3D technologies such as 3D scanning, virtual sculpting and industrial 3D printers. 

Our skilled 3D sculptor strives to develop that charismatic mannequin, which is 

perfectly in line with the customer’s brand identity.

We cater to an incredibly diverse clientele: from museums to sports brands, high 

fashion to workwear, from small boutiques just around the corner to big retail 

chains all over Europe. 

BEST MANNEQUINS has the expertise for bringing out the BEST in your 

collections or shop.

A B O U T  U S
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COSF1903F_WH COSF2003F_WH

COSF2303F_WH
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COSF4303F_WH COSF4403F_WHCOSF4203F_WH

COSF3003F_WH COSF3703F_WHCOSF2803F_WH
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COSM0403M_WH COSM0503M_WH

COSM0603M_WH COSM0803M_WH

COSM1003M_WH

COSM1203M_WH
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COSF19AYL_WH
COSF23AYL_WH

COSF20AYL_WH

COSF28AYL_WH COSF30AYL_WH
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COSF37AYL_WH

*standaard also available in black mat

COSF42AYL_WH

COSF43AYL_WH COSF44AYL_WH
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COSM04TOM_WH
COSM06TOM_WH

COSM05TOM_WH

*standaard also available 
in black mat

COSM08TOM_WH
COSM10TOM_WH COSM12TOM_WH
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COSC11GEGG_WHCOSC5GEGG_WH COSC4GEGG_WHCOSC7GEGG_WH

COSC1GEGG_WHCOSC8GEGG_WH COSC2GEGG_WH COSC9GEGG_WH

1-3 months 3-6 months 1 year 1 year

5-6 years4 years 7-8 years 10 years



QUALITY
ABS (shock resistant, recyclable plastic) 

FINISH
sprayed in matte white 

CONFECTION SIZE
women EU size 36  /  men EU size 48 / M

ASSEMBLY
user-friendly fittings

INCLUDING
rectangular base - brushed stainless steel - with calf fixation
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100% RECYCLABLE
ABS plastic is a thermoplastic material which can easily be recycled. 
By using ABS, we reduce the impact of the environment.

RESISTANT TO IMPACTS
The molecular structure of ABS makes the mannequins incredibly resistant to impacts. 

LIGHTNESS
ABS mannequins benefit a reduced weight of 30 up to 50% 
compared to FRP and PU mannequins.

UV PAINTING 
All mannequins are sprayed with VOC (=Volatile Organic Compound) free paint. The UV painting 
procedure ensures a higher surface quality but above all a higher scratch resistance compared 
to traditional painting procedures. 

FLAME-RETARDANT
Class UL94 HB 
Slow burning on a horizontal specimen.

COSMIC introduces a new generation of mannequins made of ABS plastic. 
Compared to Fiberglass, ABS is more sustainable, durable and user-friendly material 
that offers you a lot of advantages. 
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T R A D E  B E N E F I T S  A T  A  G L A N C E

With a passion for retail, it is our mission to create impressive solutions that boost your sales.  
Our designs are elegant, creative and well-thought.  

PREMIUM SERVICE
At Best Mannequins, you can count on a straightforward, personal and 
above all service-oriented approach. 

GRAND SHOWROOM
Get inspired in our grand showroom of 1500m². This is where our 
collections are brought to life.

LARGE STOCK
95% of the collections offered in our online shop are available in 
stock. So most products can be picked up or shipped immediately 
upon ordering. 

WORLDWIDE SHIPMENT 
Wherever your business or project is located on the globe,  
our logistic experts make sure your orders are delivered smoothly and 
without delays. 

3D CUSTOM-MADE  DESIGN
Best Mannequins has its in-house 3D SCAN & PRINT studio. Our 
experienced 3D sculptor will be glad to transform your ideas into 3D 
visuals. Custom-made prototyping is now faster than ever before.

EXCELLENT RENOVATION & RESPRAY SERVICE
In our in-house workshop, we offer you quality refurbishment and 
repairs of display mannequins, forms and metal displays. For an 
affordable price, a professional respray service is offered.

QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
At Best Mannequins there is a constant research for innovative and 
practical solutions which improve the functionality and durability of our 
products. We pioneer to offer you the most advanced fittings and best 
coatings on the market. Thanks to a rigorous quality control process, 
we achieve to guarantee you a consistent quality.  
Our sourcing knowhow allows us to produce at the most cost-efficient 
way so you can rely on us as a partner offering you the BEST quality/
price ratio on the market.

SUSTAINABILITY
Best Mannequins is actively taking steps to implement innovative 
production solutions which reduce the impact on the environment 
and/or improve the working conditions in its factories. Instead of the 
conventional fibre reinforced polyester, we stimulate several more 
planet friendly raw materials such as bio-resin and recyclable plastics.
To boost the longevity of our products, we offer you an excellent 
respray and repair service at affordable cost.  



Splenterbeekstraat 2, 8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium

T +32 (0) 56 666 400

www.bestmannequins.be




